Introduction to protein 3D
structure prediction and
molecular modelling

Protein modelling
• The Protein-Structure gap
• Homology modelling: principles
• Sequence alignments
• Automated Homology Modeling
• SWISS-MODEL server
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Today (Spring 2017):
• PDB:
128’962 structures
• Swiss-Prot
553’941 protein sequences
• TrEMBL:
80’204’459 protein sequences
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The Protein Structure Gap
Experimental protein structure solution (eg. by NMR or X-Ray crystallography)
is labor intensive and expensive. For the majority of proteins in any given
proteome, experimental structures are not available.

Is it possible to predict 3-dimensional protein structures
computationally?
Which computational methods are feasible and applicable
in a life science research context?

Protein Structure Prediction: Historic Concepts
The “threading / physics" concept: The native conformation
of a protein corresponds to a global free energy minimum of
the protein / solvent system. To identify the correct fold, some
form of energy calculation should be used to evaluate
compatibility of the protein sequence with a structural
conformation.
Ludwig Boltzmann

(20. February 1844 –
5. September 1906)

The “biology" perspective: Homologous proteins have
evolved by molecular evolution from a common ancestor over
millions of years. If we can establish homology to a known
protein, we can predict aspects of structure and function of a
new protein by similarity.

Charles Darwin
(12. February 1809 19. April 1882)

Homology (Comparative) Modeling

Evolution of Protein Structures
Protein structure is better conserved than sequence

Similar Sequence  Similar Structure

Homology modeling = Comparative protein modeling
Idea:

Using experimental 3D-structures of related
family members (templates) to calculate a
model for a new sequence (target).

Evolution of Protein Structures
Protein structure is better conserved than sequence
• Biological sequences evolve through mutation and selection
=> Selective pressure is different for each residue position in a protein (i.e.
conservation of active site, structure, charge, etc.)

• Alignments try to tell the evolutionary story of the proteins:

Similar Sequence

Same Origin

Silimar Function

Similar 3D Fold

Template-based Protein Modeling
Known Structures
(Templates)
Target
Sequence

Template Selection

Alignment
Template - Target

Structure Evaluation
& Assessment

Structure modeling

Homology
Model(s)

Comparative Protein Modeling
1. Template structure library
•

derived from the PDB http://www.pdb.org

•

Remove incomplete and low resolution structures;

•

Assign correct oligomeric states (e.g. PISA);

•

Annotate bound ligands and non-protein molecules

•

Cluster template sequences to remove redundancy

•

Extract amino acid sequences and create searchable
databases (BLAST) or profile libraries (HMMs);

Comparative Protein Modeling
2. Template selection / fold recognition
•

search template library for
homologous sequences using BLAST (close homologs) or
HMM-HMM profile methods (remote homologs)

•

Note: Not all structures are of the same quality (resolution,
experimental method).

•

Note: Experimental conditions (e.g. bound ligands, cofactors,
presence of DNA) can have a decisive role on the usefulness
of a template - depending on the planned application.

Comparative Protein Modeling
3. Target - Template alignment
•

Pair wise or multiple sequence
alignment works well for sequence ID > 50%

•

HMM-HMM profile methods for detecting remote homologs
deliver high quality alignment which can be used directly.

•

In case of ambiguous alignments, build several models for
alternative alignment variants.

•

Note: Correct template alignments are crucial as none of the
current modeling techniques can recover from incorrect input
alignment.

Comparative Protein Modeling
4. Building model coordinates
• Model coordinates are constructed based on the alignment to
one or several template structures.
• Two main approaches for coordinate building:
• Template based fragment assembly e.g. Composer (Sybyl,
Tripos); SWISS-MODEL
• Satisfaction of spatial restraints (Modeller)

Template based fragment assembly
Identify structurally conserved core regions:

Template based fragment assembly
Build model core backbone
• Use core template backbone atoms to build a core structure; leave nonconserved regions (loops) for later.

Template based fragment assembly
Loop (insertion) modeling
• Use e.g. the “spare part” algorithm to find compatible fragments in a LoopDatabase, or “ab-initio” rebuilding (e.g. Monte Carlo, MD, GA, etc.) to build
missing loops.

Side chain modeling
Task: Find the most probable side chain conformation, using template structure
information, rotamer libraries and energetic and packing criteria.

 This problem occurs e.g. in homology modeling, protein design, proteinprotein-docking, automated electron-density fitting in X-Ray crystallography.

Side chain modeling
• Rotamer Libraries
• Only a small fraction of all possible side chain
conformations is observed in experimental structures
• Rotamer libraries provide an ensemble of likely conformations
• The propensity of rotamers depends on the backbone geometry

Template based fragment assembly
•

Energy minimization
• modeling method will produce unfavorable contacts and bonds
• Energy minimization is used to
• regularize local bond and angle geometry
• Relax close contacts and geometric strain
• extensive energy minimization will move coordinates away from real
structure ⇒ keep it to a minimum
• Refinement: Molecular dynamics simulations do not improve the accuracy
of models (See: CASP assessment).

Satisfaction of spatial restraints
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A. Sali and T.L. Blundell. Comparative protein modelling by satisfaction of spatial
restraints. Journal of Molecular Biology, 234:779-815, 1993.

Satisfaction of spatial restraints
• Alignment of target sequence with template sequences
• Extraction of spatial restraints from template structures
• Modeling of target protein by satisfaction of spatial restraints
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Satisfaction of spatial restraints
Some features to describe a protein structure:
R
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resolution of X-ray experiment
amino acid residue type
main chain angles
secondary structure class
main chain conformation class
side chain dihedral angle class
residue solvent accessibility
residue neighborhood difference
Ca - Ca distance
difference between two Ca - Ca distances

Satisfaction of spatial restraints
• Feature properties can be associated with
• a protein (e.g. X-ray resolution)
• individual residues (e.g. solvent accessibility)
• pairs of residues (e.g. Ca - Ca distance)
• other features (e.g. main chain classes)

• How can we derive modeling restraints from this data?
• A restraint is defined as probability density function (pdf) p(x):
x1

p ( x1 ≤ x < x 2) =

∫ p( x)dx

x2

with

∫ p( x)dx = 1
p( x) > 0

Plot from MolProbity: Chen et al. (2010) MolProbity: all-atom structure validation for macromolecular crystallography. Acta Crystallographica D66:12-21.

Satisfaction of spatial restraints
• Derive pdfs from frequency tables by smoothing:
a) 11 Cys residues Chi-1 angles
b) smoothed distribution from a)
c) 297 Cys Chi-1 angles as control

From Fig. 4: A. Sali and T.L. Blundell. Comparative protein modelling by satisfaction of spatial restraints. Journal of Molecular Biology, 234:779-815, 1993.

Satisfaction of spatial restraints
• Satisfaction of spatial restraints
• Find the protein model with the highest probability

• Variable target function:
• Start with a linear conformation model or a model close to the
template conformation
• At first, use only local restraints
• minimize some steps using a conjugate gradient optimization
• repeat with introducing more and more long range restraints until
all restraints are used

Satisfaction of spatial restraints
• Optimization schedule and progress

From Fig. 12: A. Sali and T.L. Blundell. Comparative protein modelling by satisfaction of spatial restraints. Journal of Molecular Biology, 234:779-815, 1993.

Comparative Protein Modeling

5. Structure Evaluation and assessment
• Assessment of homology models without reference to the
true target structure is usually performed with two methods:
statistical potentials or physics-based energy calculations.
Both methods produce an estimate of the energy (or an
energy-like analog) for the model(s) being assessed. See next
chapter for more details.

Comparative Protein Structure Modeling
General Workflow
Known Structures
(Templates)
Target
Sequence

Sequence alignments techniques:
Pair wise alignments,
multiple sequence alignments,
PSSMs, Profiles, HMMs

Template Selection

Alignment
Template - Target

Structure Evaluation &
Assessment

Structure modeling

Homology
Model(s)

Comparing two sequences

Comparing 2 sequences
• Sequence comparison through pair wise alignments:
• Goal of pair wise comparison is to find conserved regions (if any) between
two sequences
• Extrapolate information about our sequence using the known characteristics
of the other sequence
THIO_EMENI
???

GFVVVDCFATWCGPCKAIAPTVEKFAQTY
G ++VD +A WCGPCK IAP +++ A Y
GAILVDFWAEWCGPCKMIAPILDEIADEY

Thioredoxin

Extrapolate

???

THIO_EMENI

SwissProt
http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P29429

Pair wise sequence alignment
• Concept of pair wise Alignment:

• Explicit mapping between the residues
of 2 sequences

deletion

Seq A GARFIELDTHELASTFA-TCAT
|||||||||||
|| ||||
Seq B GARFIELDTHEVERYFASTCAT
mismatches

insertion

• Tolerant to mismatches, insertion / deletions or indels,
gaps

Evaluation of the alignment quality
• What is a good alignment ?

• We need a way to evaluate the quality of a given alignment
• Intuitively we "know" that the following alignment:
Seq A
Seq B

OLDGARFIELDTHELASTFATCAT
|||||||||||
||||||
GARFIELDTHEVERYFATCAT

is better than:
Seq A
Seq B

OLDGARFIELDTHELASTFATCAT
| ||
GARFIELDTHEVERYFATCAT

• We can express this notion more rigorously, by using a scoring system

Scoring System
• Simple alignment score:

• A simple way (but not the best) to score an alignment is to count 1
for each match and 0 for each mismatch.
Seq A
Seq B

OLDGARFIELDTHELASTFATCAT
|||||||||||
||||||
GARFIELDTHEVERYFATCAT

 Score: 17
Seq A
Seq B

 Score: 3

OLDGARFIELDTHELASTFATCAT
| ||
GARFIELDTHEVERYFATCAT

Pair wise sequence alignment
• Number of possible alignments between two sequences:
• There are many ways to align two sequences

• Consider the sequence fragments below: a simple alignment shows some
conserved portions:
Seq A
Seq B

but also:

Seq A
Seq B

and also:

Seq A
Seq B

GARFIELDTHEFATCAT
|||||||||||
GARFIELDTHEVERYFATCAT

GARFIELDTHEFATCAT
||||||
GARFIELDTHEVERYFATCAT

GARFIELDTHE----FATCAT
|||||||||||
||||||
GARFIELDTHEVERYFATCAT

Dynamic Programming
• Dynamic Programming: computational method that
provide in mathematical sense the best
alignment(s) between two sequences, given a
scoring system.
• Details about the implementation of this algorithm:
“David W. Mount, Bioinformatics, Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory Press”

Dynamic Programming
• Dynamic Programming:
• Best alignment(s) between two sequences = highest score

 Score: 11

Seq A
Seq B

 Score: 6

Seq A
Seq B

 Score: 17

Seq A
Seq B

GARFIELDTHEFATCAT
|||||||||||
GARFIELDTHEVERYFATCAT

GARFIELDTHEFATCAT
||||||
GARFIELDTHEVERYFATCAT

GARFIELDTHE----FATCAT
|||||||||||
||||||
GARFIELDTHEVERYFATCAT

Alignments: some definitions
• Identity

• Proportion of pairs of identical residues between two aligned
sequences. Generally expressed as a percentage.
• This value strongly depends on how the two sequences are aligned.

• Similarity

• Proportion of pairs of similar residues between two aligned sequences.
If two residues are similar is determined by a substitution matrix.
• This value also depends strongly on how the two sequences are aligned,
as well as on the substitution matrix used.

• Homology

• Two sequences are homologous if and only if they have a common
ancestor.
• There is no such thing as a level of homology !
(It's either yes or no)

Example: alignment – “text view”
• Two similar regions of the
D. Melanogaster Slit and Notch proteins:

970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
SLIT_DROME FSCQCAPGYTGARCETNIDDCLGEIKCQNNATCIDGVESYKCECQPGFSGEFCDTKIQFC
..:.: :. :.: ...:.: .. : :.. : ::.. . :.: ::..:. :. :. :
NOTC_DROME YKCECPRGFYDAHCLSDVDECASN-PCVNEGRCEDGINEFICHCPPGYTGKRCELDIDEC
740
750
760
770
780
790

Importance of Similarity
Rule-of-thumb:
For sequences which are more than 100 amino acids (or nucleotides) long:
They can be considered as homologues if 20% of the aa are identical (70% of
nucleotide for DNA). Lower than this is called the twilight zone.

Twilight zone = protein sequence similarity between ~0-20% identity:
is not statistically significant, i.e. could have arisen by chance.
Beware:
• E-value (Expectation value) : which tells you how likely it is that the similarity
between your sequence and a database sequence is due to chance
(the lower the better)
• Length of the segments similar between the two sequences
• The number of insertions/deletions

Importance of Similarity: databases search
sequence DB

unknown

Similarity Search

function ?

extrapolate
function

similar protein
with known function

UniProt (www.uniprot.org)
• UniProt (Universal Protein Resource) is a catalog of
information on proteins. It is a central repository of
high-quality protein sequence and function
information:
• Swiss-Prot: manually annotated and reviewd
• TrEMBL: automatically (computer) annotated and not
reviewed

• Example: http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P69905

Importance of Similarity: databases search for
Homology Modeling
PDB: database of protein structures

unknown

Similarity Search

structure ?

Homology
modelling

similar protein
with known structure
(template)

Heuristic Sequence Alignment
• With the Dynamic Programming algorithm, one obtains an alignment in
a time that is proportional to the product of the lengths of the two
sequences being compared. Therefore when searching a whole
database the computation time grows linearly with the size of the
database. With current databases calculating a full Dynamic
Programming alignment for each sequence of the database is too slow
(unless implemented in a specialized parallel hardware).
• The number of searches that are presently performed on whole
genomes creates a need for faster procedures.
⇒Two methods that are least 50-100 times faster than dynamic
programming were developed: FASTA and BLAST

BLAST
Basic Local Alignment Search Tool

BLASTing protein sequences
Blastp: general purpose protein alignment program for identifying a
sequence or finding others similar to it
With blastp ones protein can be compared with others in the databases.
This allows to identify common regions between proteins, or collect related
proteins (phylogenetic analysis);

blastp = Compares a protein sequence with a protein database of known
structures (PDB)
Used to find homologous templates for homology (comparative) modeling.

Building a Multiple sequence
alignment (MSA)

MSA programs
Program Address
T-coffee

http://tcoffee.vital-it.ch/apps/tcoffee/index.html

MUSCLE http://www.drive5.com/muscle/
Kalign

http://msa.sbc.su.se/

Dialign

http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/dialign/

Probcons http://probcons.stanford.edu/

Main Applications of MSA
Application

Procedure

Extrapolation

A good multiple sequence alignment can
confirm that an uncharacterized sequence
is really a member of a protein family

Phylogenetic analysis

MSA can help to reconstruct the
phylogenetic tree (“history”) of the proteins.

Pattern identification

Conserved regions in the protein are often
associated with function.

Domain identification

It is possible to turn a multiple sequence
alignment into a profile that describes a
protein family or a protein
(structural/functional) domain. This profile
can be used to scan databases new
members of the family.

Modified from: Claverie J, Notredame C ( 2007). Bioinformatics for Dummies (2nd Edn). Wiley publishing, Inc. 436 pp.
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PSSMs, Profiles, HMMs *
PSSMs = Position specific scoring matrices
HMMs = Hidden Markov Models

PSSMs (e.g.
PSI-BLAST)

MSA of known proteins

Profiles
HMMs
UniProt

Detect new family members

Model for the
conservation within a
families of proteins

PDB

Detect templates for homology
modelling

* References and further reading:
1.

David W. Mount, “Bioinformatics”, Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory Press

2.

Durbin, Richard; Sean R. Eddy, Anders Krogh,
Graeme Mitchison (1998). “Biological Sequence
Analysis: Probabilistic Models of Proteins and Nucleic
Acids”

HMMs/Profile based sequence alignments
Program Address
HHpred

http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/hhpred

COACH
(Lobster)
FFAS03

http://www.drive5.com/lobster/
http://ffas.sanfordburnham.org/ffascgi/cgi/ffas.pl

HMMER

http://hmmer.org/
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Domain combination/recombination
• Proteins can also achieve variety by combining different
structural and functional domains;
• Gene fusion or duplications result in mosaic proteins;

Urokinase
Prothrombin

EGF domain
Ca2+ bdg. domain

Serine protease domain
Kringle domain

Domain recognition
• How to identify functional domains in protein sequences?
• Sequence Homology (Blast, etc.)
• Patterns
• Position specific scoring matrices (PSSMs)
• Sequence Profiles
• Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)

InterPro (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/)
InterPro is a database for protein families, domains,
regions, repeats and sites in which identifiable
features found in known proteins can be applied to
new protein sequences.
Member Databases:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CATH-Gene3D
CDD
MobiDB
HAMAP
PANTHER
Pfam
PIRSF

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PRINTS
ProDom
PROSITE
SFLD
SMART
SUPERFAMILY
TIGRFAMs

InterPro

1. Family:

An InterPro family is a group of evolutionarily related proteins that share similar
domain (or repeat) architecture.
2. Domain: An InterPro domain is an independent structural unit, which can be found alone or in
conjunction with other domains or repeats. Domains are evolutionarily related.
3. Repeat:
An InterPro repeat is a region that is not expected to fold into a globular domain on its
own. For example 6-8 copies of the WD40 repeat are needed to form a single
globular domain.
4. PTM site: A post-translational modification modifies the primary protein structure. This
modification may be necessary for activation or de-activation of function. Examples
include glycosylation, phosphorylation, and sulphation, splicing etc.
5. Binding site: An InterPro Binding site binds chemical compounds, which themselves are not
substrates for a reaction. The compound, which is bound, may be a required co-factor
for a chemical reaction, be involved in electron transport or be involved in protein
structure modification.
6. Active site: Active sites are best known as the catalytic pockets of enzymes where a substrate is
bound and converted to a product, which is then released. Distant parts of a protein's
primary structure may be involved in the formation of the catalytic pocket. Therefore,
to describe an active site, different signatures will be needed to cover the active site
residues.

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/protein/P57727

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/protein/P57727

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/entry/IPR001314

Homology Modelling Workflow
GSPQTLPGIS
SSQRVTGLEP
GVSYIFSLTP
VLDGVRGPEA
SVTQTPVCPR

Target Protein
Sequence

Template Selection

Template
Library
UniProt / NR

Target – Template
Alignment
Structure modeling

•

PDB, CATH, SCOP, SMTL

• BLAST, PSI-BLAST, HHBlits,
Superfamily, etc.

HMM tools

Modeling Tools

• Modeller, Composer, ProMod,
Rosetta, SCWRL, Yasara, ICM,
Pulchra, etc.
• 3DJury, ProQ, QMEAN, Prosa,
Verify3D, ModFOLD, ProCheck, etc.

Models

Model Evaluation

QE Tools

Homology Model

Why should modelling be fully automated?
1. Bioinformatics software and databases can be a bit tricky to install and use
proficiently; data formats are sometimes not very intuitive.
2. You could ask your friendly “structure guru” next door for help…

but for

modeling 3-dimensional protein structures, computer programs work faster, more
reproducible, and more accurate.
3. Experts don’t scale very well.
There are so many more interesting proteins to study than modelling experts to
help you with your project.
4. Models need to be updated regularly.
PDB releases weekly, i.e. new data might allow for building a much better model.

SWISS-MODEL Server Workflow
GSPQTLPGIS
SSQRVTGLEP
GVSYIFSLTP
VLDGVRGPEA
SVTQTPVCPR

Target Protein
Sequence

Template Selection

UniProt / NR

Target – Template
Alignment

HMM tools

Structure modeling

Modeling Tools

Models

Model Evaluation
https://swissmodel.expasy.org

Template
Library

QE Tools

Usage:
~1 Mio requests/year for
models by
> 350‘000 individual
registered users, i.e.
~ 2 model / min

Homology Model

https://swissmodel.expasy.org/

